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ethics of communication
in free transacting



contract + 
communication

• basis of Anglo-American private law is that of ‘contract’, reflecting private 
free-dealing, with the rights and obligations arising from contracts freely 
entered into

• key foundational concepts of contract are offer & acceptance

• huge case law specifying what represents valid offer & acceptance

• for a binding contractual arrangement to stand, communication of offer & 
acceptance must be evidenced

• law is vexed on ethical duties related the form & content of offers such as 
‘duty of disclosure’; no general good faith provision in English contract 
law but misrepresentation (‘misleading conduct’ etc) is grounds for voiding the 
contract



social norms
• in liberal societies marked by pursuit of one’s private conception of the good 

& ‘free association’ with others..

• common ethical imperative to disclosure to other parties whom one 
might enter into agreement with (eg. for marriage, cohabitation, a joint 
project) any information that may impact on their preparedness to deal with 
you

• negotiation & disclosure then are fundamental communicative 
acts in a liberal society (& self awareness a growing moral 
imperative)

• eg. non-disclosure of one’s married status prior to a new romantic liaison is 
generally censured across cultures



state authority
• by contrast, historically in many societies the state (or entity exercising 

political authority.. eg. monarchy) was under no obligation to communicate its 
intentions or conditions to those affected by it.

• yet laws etc were often promulgated publicly in order to facilitate compliance

• in the evolving English procedural tradition, a law or major administrative 
decision needed to be ‘gazetted’ - published in the official gazette - for it to 
take force (ie. for compliance with to be compulsory)

• yet ignorance of the law does not stand as a defence against prosecution for 
breach of it

• and public law is not consensual: the governed do not assent (individually)

• the state has a monopoly on the means of violence



corporate governance
& communications design

caught between compliance + creativity



regulating disclosure
• the efficiency of market exchange can be much enhanced if state authority is 

used to compel mutual disclosure of relevant information

• otherwise each party would have to invest resources in seeking information 
that the other party might have

• & information asymmetry often being difficult to manage for

• the common problem of ‘adverse selection’ in markets for risk sharing 
services such as insurance or finance arise from this asymmetry

• adverse selection means that riskier clients hide negative information about 
themselves & are relatively more eager customers for insurance or loans

• therefore governments have increasingly regulated for information disclosure, 
& (sometimes with privately governed stock markets)..



corporate disclosure

• incorporated entities (for profit firms & non-profit organisations - 
NPOs) are required to file ‘returns’ to the institution that governs 
incorporation

• returns show, variously, identities of controlling parties, beneficiaries, financial 
status, outstanding financial liabilities etc.

• regulation of business names etc also is to protect customers & 
creditors so they know who owns the business they deal with

• publicly-listed firms (that is, their shares are traded on a public stock market) 
will have additional significant reporting requirements



financial reporting

• publicly-listed companies are generally required to actively disclose 
information about their financial state to protect shareholders

• increasingly there are strict minority shareholder protections; requiring equal 
and timely release of information to all shareholders

• because large shareholders have the private means to gain 
market sensitive information from firms’ management

• information disclosure is therefore regulated to protect the 
fairness of share markets

• other stakeholders in firms gain valuable information as well



reporting

• annual report to shareholders

• other reports (‘prospectus’ etc) at time of major investments requiring 
shareholder approval (eg. owing to capital raising requirements)

• or at a time of a ‘control event’: takeover bid for the firm, separation of 
businesses or amalgamations etc

• independent valuation reports etc play an important role at such times

• recently, environmental and social impact reports are released too



other stakeholders

• employees: internal corporate communications

• firms may be required by law (common in Europe, for instance) to consult 
with representatives of their employees

• community stakeholders,

• customers

• suppliers: complex manufactured products have multiple tiers of component & 
other suppliers, but final product retailer has reputational risk

• so ‘whole-of-supply chain’ communications becoming more important



disclaimers etc

• ‘fine print’ that introduces many qualifications to positive marketing and 
other statements in order to limit any liability of the firm

• ‘terms and conditions’ are often shown on tickets, at entrances to 
venues such as carparks, and typically must be assented to when completing 
many online transactions

• consumer protection and contract laws in many countries limit the 
effectiveness of these attempts by businesses to limit their responsibilities



to the point 
but…



changing values



effective visual communications for new identities; 
partnering with supportive brands 





regulating for standards

• social norms have shifted greatly since corporate advertising became 
common practice: both in a more liberal direction in some respects, and 
much less so in relation to sexism, racism, and misleading advertising

• many countries have established an advertising standards organisation: 
sometimes the industry has done this to head off calls for direct government 
regulation

• corporate communications must keep track of changing social norms, and 
has been criticised in the past for reinforcing ‘bad culture’

• see the following instances…


